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From Hades to Mercedes 

 When I first got my 1997 Ford Explorer, it was in a desperate and chaotic condition. The 

seats were torn, the floor was filled with all kinds of dirt and food, and the dashboard was 

covered with a fog-like dust.  This was my first car, and there was no way I would let it remain in 

this terrible state. So I cleaned up the car to make it look and smell brand new. However, upon 

further inspection, I realized how many other problems my Explorer still had. The AC had issues, 

the steering wheel was falling apart, and so forth. To this day, I still drive and cherish that 

Explorer, always remembering how far it came from its original circumstances. Nevertheless, 

while my current 1997 Ford Explorer gets the job done, my dream 2014 Mercedes E350 Coupe 

would allow me to drive in the seat of luxury. 

 Currently, my Explorer still has problems that I have to deal with. For one, it looks rough 

around the edges. From the outside, it is evident that the hood’s paint is peeling away, giving 

the resemblance of a scalp afflicted with extreme dandruff. On the inside, the quality of the 

steering wheel and radio are declining; the steering wheel alone has buttons falling off of it. 

Likewise, seats and other assorted parts are ripped, compelling me to cover or patch them up. 

Also, my Explorer is not so convenient. Its fuel economy alone is terrible, getting only 14 mpg. 

This is an expense which does not benefit me, especially since my AC accelerates the process of 

how fast my Explorer’s gas is used. My window motors are broken, which forces me to always 
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use the AC, lest I boil in the car. Still, using the AC is impossible sometimes, as my car 

occasionally jumps on the throttle while the AC is on, obliging me to turn it off. Another 

inconvenience my Explorer gives me is the extra time I have to wait for it to adjust itself when I 

turn it off. After taking the key out of the ignition, I’m delayed at least 10 seconds of my life 

because I cannot immediately lock or unlock any doors. However, the most worrisome 

characteristic about my Explorer is its array of safety issues. Sharp nails stick out from the CD-

storage between the front two seats. Plus, my car is due to gets its alignment fixed. This is not 

so bad, except when the fact that the wheel bearings are about to break is considered. Until I 

get enough money to repair my Explorer, I must embrace the possibility that with every drive I 

take, a wheel might fly off. 

 Now, my dream car, the 2014 Mercedes E350 Coupe, is a class all its own. In terms of 

appearance, the E350 is completely new and shows no signs of wear and tear. The paint on it is 

fresh, shiny, sleek, and attractive. Also, the overall design of the E350 is, plainly put, visually 

appealing in every respect. A review from Car and Driver notes that “[The E350’s] aggressive-

looking fenders…visually emphasize the rear-wheel-layout” (Meiners). On the inside, my dream 

E350 will have an HD radio and a leather and wood steering wheel. Unlike my Explorer, the 

interior will be luxurious, with no rips in any seats. Additionally, my E350 would actually benefit 

me with its convenience, especially its fuel economy. According to Edmunds.com, “[The E350’s] 

fuel economy gains are substantial, yet the smaller diesel’s robust 369 pound-feet of torque 

ensures that there’s still adequate get-up-and-go” (“2014 Mercedes-Benz”). This is thanks to 

the car’s turbodiesel Bluetec V6 engine. Factors such as this, and the superior functionality of 

the electronics systems, would make me ecstatic to have a seat in this car. My E350 would even 
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have driving stability control, a feature that I would gladly welcome with open arms. 

Throughout it all, my E350 is a top safety pick. The pride taken in manufacturing the car ensures 

that nothing will fall apart for no reason, or poke the passengers as do the nails in my Explorer. 

Driving will not worry me because the wheels will be in good condition, along with everything 

else. As Edmunds.com notes, “The E-Class comes standard with antilock brakes, stability 

control, front and front-side airbags…and a driver knee airbag” (“2014 Mercedes-Benz”). The 

new layout of the car, and its extra features, ensure that my E350 will be as safe as can be. If I 

have any doubts in its security, all I have to do is remember that the Insurance Institute for 

Highway Safety consistently rates the E350 as “good,” its highest possible rating. 

 Although my Ford Explorer is good at what it does, I feel that wishing for a little more 

will not hurt me. My desire, my dream 2014 Mercedes E350 Coupe, has many features that my 

current mode of transportation does not. Appearance-wise, the E350 looks much more 

attractive and luxurious, inside and out. Newer, better functionality and fuel economy also 

makes the E350 more convenient than my Explorer. And in terms of safety, the E350 is classes 

above that of my Explorer. So while my car has come far from the, dare I say it, dump that it 

used to be, the E350 is still something I yearn for. If I can get my hands on that car, my home 

would become a place I go to just for bathroom breaks. 
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